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My Brian Mercer Award has funded polymer-synthesis equipment and instrumentation in my laboratory for scale-up 

of  the new polymer described in this poster, together with bulk supplies of  starting materials and high-level 

computational polymer-modelling software. This work is being carried out in  

collaboration with DuPont-Tejin Films (UK) Ltd, who are investigating the production  

of  high-temperature film from the new polymer, and who are currently funding a  

PhD student in my research group at Reading.  

Introduction 

Rapid advances are now being made in the field  

of  flexible electronics, where components and  

circuits are laid down on thin polymer films by 

continuous, high-speed printing methods, rather  

than by conventional, batchwise deposition on rigid 

panels. Typical applications are in the areas of  clean 

energy, for example the generation of electrical power 

from sunlight (Figure 1).  

A major limitation of  current polymer supports, which are 

typically polyester films such as "Melinex®-PET" or 

"Teonex®-PEN" (Figure 2), is that their maximum 

operating temperatures are often below the ideal 

temperatures for deposition of  the electro-active 

components. For example, the electronic properties of  

silicon, deposited on polyester films for solar-energy 

applications, would be greatly enhanced if  higher 

temperatures could be used in the deposition process. 

The Project 

We have discovered that incorporating a new type of  

monomer into the molecular structure of  a commercial 

polyester (PEN), at relatively low levels, produces a 

copolymer with greatly-improved temperature resistance. 

At the same time, the new polymer (Figure 3) maintains 

its ability to be processed into strong yet very thin films. 

The new copolymer film provides an increase in 

operating temperature of  some 25 °C over PEN itself, 

without compromising its ability to be produced and 

processed on existing industrial manufacturing plants. 

Small-scale film production and optimisation is currently 

in progress. 

Figure 1. The Nellis solar power plant (70,000 panels) in Nevada 

Figure 2. Molecular structures of  the polyesters PET and PEN 

Figure 3. The new co-polyester and (inset) an X-ray fibre diffraction 

pattern showing its highly crystalline character 


